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Abstract 
In this paper we study the cross-correlation function values of geometric sequences obtained from 
q-ary m-sequences whose underlying m-sequences are linearly or quadratically related. These values 
are determined by counting the points of intersection of pairs of hyperplanes or of hyperplanes and 
quadric hypersurfaces of a finite geometry. The results are applied to obtain the cross-correlations of 
m-sequences and GMW sequences with different primitive polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper, Games [4] calculated the cross-correlation values between an 
m-sequence and a GMW sequence based on the same primitive polynomial. He posed 
the problem of calculating these cross-correlation values when the m-sequence and 
the GMW sequence are based on different primitive polynomials. In this paper we 
partially solve Games’ problem, finding three valued cross-correlations, together with 
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a number of similar problems for a wide variety of related pseudorandom binary 
sequences. 
We will be concerned with a binary sequence S which is generated from a q-ary 
m-sequence lJ followed by a nonlinear “feedforward” function f: GF(q) + GF(2), 
where q is a power of a prime p. This is a very general class of binary pseudorandom 
sequences which includes m-sequences [6], GMW sequences [7], geometric sequences 
[2], and bent sequences [12], and is closely related to No’s sequences [9]. Sequences 
of this type have many applications in modern communication systems and crypto- 
graphy [13, 151. For example, Chan and Games [2] show that if q is chosen to be 
a power of an odd prime, then the linear complexity of the resulting binary pseudoran- 
dom sequence is enormous. These geometric sequences are therefore natural choices 
for stream cipher systems. One of the consequences of our analysis is that the average 
of the absolute value of the autocorrelation values for the geometric sequences based 
on a power q of an odd prime is at least q”-‘. This may be unacceptably high in 
applications involving large amounts of data. 
For ease of exposition, we shall use the term “geometric sequence” for any binary 
pseudorandom sequence of the type described above, whether q is even or odd, 
although the results in the even and odd cases are quite different. Recall that a k-fold 
decimation of a periodic sequence is obtained by selecting every kth element of the 
sequence. We will consider (a) the cross-correlation function values of geometric 
sequences which are obtained from the same underlying q-ary m-sequence (or whose 
underlying m-sequences are related by a k-fold decimation, k a power of p, i.e., of 
p-adic weight 1) but different nonlinear feed forward functions and (b) the cross- 
correlation function values of geometric sequences that are obtained from q-ary 
m-sequences whose underlying m-sequences are related by a k-fold decimation where 
k is of the form qi + qj (i.e., of q-adic weight 2) and possibly different nonlinear 
feedforward functions. The m-sequences in case (a) are said to be linearly related, since 
exponentiation by a power of p is linear over GF(p), while those in case (b) are said to 
be quadratically related since exponentiation by qi + qj is quadratic over GF(q). In 
case (b), the characteristic must be two-quadratic decimations of m-sequences in odd 
characteristic are never m-sequences. 
The techniques in this paper allow us to compute the cross-correlations of a wide 
variety of types of geometric sequences in terms of cross-correlation functions of 
shorter sequences based on the feedforward function alone. It is based on counting the 
points of intersection of hyperplanes and quadric hypersurfaces in a finite geometry, 
and was inspired by the beautiful exposition of Gold codes in [l 1] and by the analysis 
of quadrics related to m-sequences in [S]. (More general correlation problems will 
involve the counting of points of intersection of hyperplanes and hypersurfaces of 
higher degrees. We have some hope that the recent technical advances of Kumar and 
Moreno [9] may be used to solve these problems.) 
In Section 2 we recall the definition and basic properties of geometric sequences, 
state the main theorem (Theorem 2.2) on quadratically decimated geometric se- 
quences, together with the analogous but simpler result (Theorem 2.1) on linearly 
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decimated geometric sequences. In Section 3 we consider several families of geometric 
sequences and indicate how Theorem 2.2 may be used to calculate the cross-correla- 
tion between any two sequences in the same family. A number of these families have 
low cross-correlation. Our investigations in Section 3 only scratch the surface of this 
fascinating topic. We also point out that there is an interesting open problem 
involving the cross-correlation of families of generalized geometric sequences which 
are derived from Gold sequences. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are proven in similar ways, but Theorem 2.2 is technically 
more difficult since it depends on an understanding of the intersection of a quadric 
with a hyperplane, while Theorem 2.1 involves only the intersections of hyperplanes. 
Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 2.1, together with the relevant material on 
hyperplanes in a finite geometry. It is a model for the proof of Theorem 2.2, which 
constitutes the bulk of this paper. In Sections 5 and 6, we develop the mathematical 
tools in number theory and theory of quadratic forms that are needed in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. It turns out that we need to know more than the classification 
of quadrics [lo] in a finite geometry: we need to classify and count the number of 
different configurations involving a quadric and a hyperplane. 
Section 7 contains the proof of Theorem 2.2. In Section 8 we apply our results to 
obtain the cross-correlation function of an m-sequence and a GMW sequence with 
different primitive polynomials, such that the exponents defining the GMW sequence 
have q-adic weight one or two. We find that these cross-correlation functions are three 
valued. 
2. Geometric sequences and correlations 
In this section we recall the definition of the geometric sequences and list their basic 
properties. We summarize our main result on their cross-correlation functions. 
Throughout this paper, q will denote a fixed power of a fixed prime p, and GF(q) will 
denote the Galois field of q elements. 
Let n be a positive integer and let M and p be primitive elements of GF(q”) with 
/I = xk (so k is relatively prime to q” - 1). The q-ary m-sequences LJ, = Tr;“(rx’) and 
I”, = Tr$‘(/Y) are related by a decimation, V, = uk,. Now let f and g be (nonlinear) 
functions from GF(q) to GF(2). We consider the geometric sequences [2] 
S, =,f(Tr$‘(a’)) and T, = g(Tr;“(/Y)) = g(Tr$‘(a“‘)). (1) 
These are (q” - 1)-periodic binary sequences. We say the sequence T is related to the 
sequence S with decimation (or exponent) k (and a change of feedforward function). 
The periodic cross-correlation function of S and T is the function whose value at r is 
the correlation of the r-shift of S and T, represented by 
4”m 1 
8&Z) = c ( - l)S,+r( - l)? 
r=1 
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The object of this paper is to compute the cross-correlation function of Sand T. In this 
paper we consider two types of values for the decimation k: 
(1) k = pe is a power of p: we say that the underlying m-sequences are related by 
a linear decimation. 
(2) k = qi + qj for 0 I i I j < n (and i # j if q = 2): we say that k has q-adic weight 
2, and that V,. is a quadratic decimation of the m-sequence U,. 
Notice that in case (2) since V, is an m-sequence we must have gcd(k, q” - 1) = 1. This 
implies that q is even, i.e., the characteristic of the field GF(q) is p = 2. We will 
therefore make this an underlying assumption in our analysis of quadrics and 
quadratic forms. 
The determination of the cross-correlation of geometric sequences is the main result 
in this paper. For simplicity, we first transform the sequences of zeros and ones into 
sequences of plus and minus ones by letting F(u) = ( - l)f(“), G(u) = ( - 1)g’“‘. The 
answer involves the imbalance 
I(f) = c F(u) 
ueGF(q) 
and the short cross-correlation function, 
where a E GF(q). 
Theorem 2.1. Let S and T denote the geometric sequences defined in equation (l), with 
q a power of an arbitrary prime p. Suppose T is linearly related to S with decimation 
k = pe. Then the values for the periodic cross-correlation are: 
(1) &J(Z) = qnm21(f)r(y) - ( - l)f’O’( - 1)g’o’ which occurs for q” - q values of 5, 
whenever cc’ 4 GF(q). 
(2) 0s r(Z) = q”-’ d’(f y) - ( - l)J’O’( - l)g’O’ 
value of a, where a = ;-‘E GF(q). 
which occurs once for each nonzero 
In particular, the autocorrelation function of the geometric sequence S is 
if rr $ GF(q), 
if xr = a E GF(q). 
Theorem 2.2. Let S and T denote the geometric sequences defined in equation (l), with 
q even. Suppose T is quadratically related to S with decimation k = qi + q’. Let 
m = n - gcd(n, j - i). Then m is even and the values for the periodic cross-correlation 
function 8s, 7 (z) are: 
(1) @.s.T(Z) = q”-2 I(f)Z(g) - ( - l)f’O’( - 1)4(O) which occurs for q” - q”+’ + 
qm - 1 values of 5. 
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(2) 8s.r(5) = (qn-2 - q”-“‘2-2)l(f)l(g) + q”-m’2-1 &(f, g) - ( - l)S’O’( - l)g’o’ 
which occurs for (qm + q”j2)/2 values of T for each nonzero a E GF(q). 
(3) 8,,(Z) = (q”_2 + q”-m’*-2)1(f)l(g) - qnPm’2P1 d,‘(f, g) - ( - l)“‘O’( - 1)9(O) 
which occurs for (q* - q”12)/2 values of T for each nonzero a E GF(q). 
Remarks on Theorem 2.1. Geometric sequences with q odd have important applica- 
tions to stream cipher systems because of their enormous linear complexity (see [2]). 
However, in this case the imbalance Z(f) cannot be 0. Theorem 2.1 indicates that the 
periodic autocorrelation function for these sequences is unacceptably high. On the 
other hand, if the characteristic p is 2, then by choosing f and g appropriately as 
above we can guarantee that I(f) = I(g) = 0 and that Id:(f; g)I I A. The cross- 
correlation OS. T consists of periodic pulses of magnitude q “-lJ24 occurring once 
every (q” - l)/(q - 1) clock cycles. Note that Theorem 2.1 includes the case of two 
geometric sequences which correspond to the same m-sequence with no decimation at 
all (i.e., k = 1) but which use different nonlinear feedforward functions. 
Remarks on Theorem 2.2. (1) The same result holds for the slightly more general class 
of decimations, k = 2e(qi + qj). 
(2) The underlying primitive elements c( and fi are related by /I = c?, or CY = /I” 
where K = k- ’ (mod q” - 1). The q-adic weight of K may be different from 2. Thus by 
switching the roles of S and T we find that the same cross-correlation values occur if 
T is related to S through a decimation by K (and a change of feedforward function), 
provided the q-adic weight of K ’ (mod q” - 1) is 2. 
(3) By taking q = 2 (and f and g to be the identity map GF(2) + GF(2)), the 
geometric sequences Sand T become m-sequences and we recover the often calculated 
cross-correlation values for quadratically decimated m-sequences [S, 8, 11,143. In 
particular, choosing j - i to be relatively prime to n (n odd), and noting that 
d:(f; g) = 2 we obtain 
8,,(T) = & - 1 r -1 occurring r/2 - 1 times, occurring r/4 + JYIS times, - JS - 1 occurring r/4 - Jrls times 
where r = 2”. Thus we have shown 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose i, j, n are chosen so that gcd(j - i, 2” - 1) = 1. Set q = 2” and 
k = 2’ + 2’. Consider the functions f, g : GF(q) + GF(2) defined by f(x) = Tr;(x) and 
g(x) = Tr4,(xk). Then 1 dA(f; g)i I fi and in fact, 
I4(f,d = O for 2”-’ values of a E GF(q), 
J2q for 2”-’ values of a E GF(q). 
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(4) Choosing f and g so as to have cross-correlation 1 Ai (f; g)l I fi as above, 
and choosing j - i to be relatively prime to n (n odd), we find that 
[OS, T (t)l 5 fi + 1. Better bounds may be obtained by taking f and g to be 
appropriately chosen bent functions [12]. Even if fand g are chosen arbitrarily, the 
obvious bound Id d (f; g)l I q gives I OS, T (7) 1 I J4”+1 + 1. Thus quadratically re- 
lated geometric sequences may be easily separated. 
Remarks on partial correlations. Suppose S and T are binary sequences of period N. 
Recall that the partial period cross-correlation of block size K, initial position 1, and 
shift z is defined to be 
K-l 
Os.r(K,l,T) = 1 (- l)Sl+J+r( - l)rl+J, 
j=O 
as in [15]. For many applications, it is this partial period correlation which is 
important, rather than the periodic cross-correlation. These partial period cross- 
correlations are usually very difficult to compute. A statistical description of the 
partial period correlation may be obtained by performing a time average: 
It is easy to see that this time averaged partial period correlation is related to the 
periodic cross-correlation 0, r(z) by the following formula: 
(@s,r(KL4) = ;@s,rb). 
The proof is straightforward. 
3. Families of geometric sequences 
Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it is possible to construct a wide variety of families of 
geometric sequences having interesting properties. We give a few examples below. 
3.1. Families derived from linear decimation 
If two geometric sequences S and Tare related by a linear decimation k = pe and if 
R and S are related by a linear decimation k’ = pd then R and Tare related by a linear 
decimation k” = pdfe. Thus we may construct a family of geometric sequences by 
varying the feedforward functions f within a family (fl, f2, . . . , fi}, and by varying 
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the choice of decimations among various powers of p. The cross-correlations are then 
all given by Theorem 2.1. 
3.2. Families derived jiom quadratic decimations 
Using the notation of Section 2, we fix a quadratic decimation k = qi + qj and 
a family of feedforward functions {h,, hz, . . . , h,} mapping GF(q) + GF(2), having the 
property that the cross-correlation [Ai (h,, h2)1 between any two of them is bounded 
by fi ( see remarks on Theorem 2.2). Consider the two families of geometric 
sequences, 
S”‘(t) = h,(Tri”(cc’)), 
P’(t) = hj(Trz”(/Y)) 
where b = xk. For any two sequences in the first family, the cross-correlations are 
given by Theorem 2.1. For any two sequences in the second family the cross- 
correlation is also given by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, the cross-correlation between 
any sequence in the first family and any sequence in the second family is I J2q” + 1 
(see remark (4) on Theorem 2.2). 
3.3. Other families 
Thusfar, the cross-correlation between generalized geometric sequences of the form 
s”,“(t) =f(Tr$‘(Aa’ + BP’)) 
where p = ak, remains open. The problem appears to involve counting the number of 
points on the intersection of two quadric hypersurfaces. 
We hope the new techniques introduced by Kumar and Moreno [9] may be used in 
answering this question. 
4. Hyperplanes in GF(q”) 
The geometric sequences are based on the geometry of hyperplanes in the finite field 
GF(q”). The cross-correlation of these geometric sequences is calculated by counting 
the number of elements in the intersections of two hyperplanes. The use of intersecting 
hyperplanes for evaluating cross-correlation of pseudorandom sequences was con- 
sidered by Games [4] and our method is similar to his. In this section we review some 
of the basic facts concerning hyperplanes and their intersections, and give the proof 
for Theorem 2.1. 
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Let Tr$‘: GF(q”) + GF(q) denote the trace function. For any u E GF(q) we define 
H, = {x E GF(q”) 1 Tr$‘(x) = u). 
Then H, is an (affine) hyperplane, i.e., it is a translate of an (n - 1)-dimensional vector 
subspace of GF(q”). The hyperplanes H, and H, are parallel, i.e., they have no points 
of intersection unless u = v, in which case they are equal. Now let b # 0 E GF(q”), 
v E GF(q), and consider the hyperplane 
bK’H, = {b-‘yly~ H,) 
= jb-‘ylTr$‘(y) = c} 
= {x / Tr;“(bx) = of. 
Lemma 4.1. The hyperplanes H, and b-l H, are parallel fund only if b E GF(q). 
Proof. If b E GF(q) then 
b-‘H, = {x 1 Trz”(bx) = v} 
= {x 1 bTr$‘(x) = u.) 
and these hyperplanes are parallel. 
On the other hand, if H, and 6-l H, are parallel, then we must show that b E GF(q). 
Since H, is parallel to HO, we may assume that u = 0. Let us first consider the case 
when the two parallel hyperplanes HO and b-’ H, actually coincide. Thus, 
x E HO iff T+“(x) = 0 iff Trz”(bx) = u. 
By taking x = 0 we see that v = 0. Now choose z E GF(q”) - H,,. Since HO is 
a subspace of dimension n - 1, the addition of this one more linearly independent 
element will span all of GF(q”). Therefore bz may be written as a linear combination 
involving z and H,, 
bz = az + h 
for some a E GF(q) and h E H,. We will show that b = a E GF(q). 
If this were false, we would have z = h/(b - a). But multiplication by a preserves HO, 
and multiplication by b also preserves HO, so multiplication by (b - a) preserves HO, 
and so multiplication by (b - a)-’ preserves HO. Therefore z E HO, and this is 
a contradiction. 
Next we consider the general case, HO not necessarily equal to b-l H,. There is 
a translation x0 E GF(q”) such that 
H,=b-‘H,-x0. 
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Define v’ = v - Tr;“(bx,). Then 
F’H” - x(J = {b- ’ x - x0 1 Tr;“(x) = v} 
= {y 1 Tr;“(by + bxo) = v} 
= {y 1 Tr;“(by) = v’} 
= b-l H,,. 
Thus b-l H,, = Ho and the preceding special case applies to this situation, from 
which we conclude that b E GF(q). 0 
Lemma 4.2. Ifb E GF(q”) - GF(q), then,for any u, v E GF(q), the number of elements in 
the intersection H, n b-’ H,. is precisely q”-=. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, the hyperplanes H, and b- ’ H, are not parallel. If two 
hyperplanes are not parallel, then their intersection is a hyperplane inside each, i.e., it 
is an (n - 2)-dimensional (affine) subspace of GF(q”). Therefore it contains q”-’ 
points. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let S(x) = Tr$‘(x) and 7’(x) = Tr;“(xk) where k = pe and recall 
that F(x) = ( - l)s’“’ and G(x) = ( - 1) g(x) The cross-correlation function of the . 
sequences S and T is then given by 
q”- 1 
8,,(r) = c F(Tr~“(a”‘))G(Tr~“(p’)) 
I= 1 
= uF;cqn, ~(~(~‘-4)W”b)) - F(O)G(Oh 
since c( and p are primitive elements with fi = uk. Now let Qv = (x 1 T(x) = v}. We have 
‘J.&l = 1 1 Ia-'H, n Qul @W(v) - WW(% 
ucGF(q) ueGF(q) 
where a = CC E GF(q”). But 
Qv = {x / Tr;“(xk) = v> = {x I (Tr$‘(x))k = v) = {x I Tri”(x) = v”~} = H,I k 
which is also a hyperplane. The intersection of two hyperplanes is an (n - 2)- 
dimensional subspace unless the hyperplanes are parallel. Thus I up1 H, n Qvl = q”-’ 
unless a = a’ E GF(q) by Lemma 4.1. If the hyperplanes are parallel, that is, a E GF(q), 
then a-’ H, = H,, and its intersection with Qv = H,, L is empty unless the two 
hyperplanes actually coincide, i.e., unless (a~)~ = v. In summary the cross-correlation 
is 
o,,(t) = q”-2 & F(u) C G(v) - F(O)G(O) 
uEGF(q) 
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if c(’ $ GF(q), and 
Q,&) = @-’ UE& F(u)G@u~) - F(O)G(O) 
if SIP = a E GF(q). Substituting u = au and h = a- ‘, we can rewrite the last sum as 
c utGF(q) W4G(fik) = d,‘(,f> Y) 0 
5. Number theoretic tools 
In this section we prove several number theoretic results that will be useful in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Lemma 5.1. Let b, n and j be nonnegatice integers and set d = gcd(n, j). Then 
gcd(b” - 1, bj - 1) = bd - 1. 
Proof. This is a standard consequence of the division algorithm. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose b is an even integer. Let n, i und j be nonnegative integers, with 
i I j and n # 0, and let d = gcd(n, j - i). Then 
gcd(b” - 1, b’ + b’) = 
1, if n/d is odd, 1 + bd 
, if n/d is even. 
Proof. We have gcd(b” - 1, hi + bj) = gcd(b” - 1, 1 
b” - 1. Thus we may assume that i = 0. Since 
= gcd(2, bj - 1) = 1. Therefore 
t bj-‘), since b does not divide 
b is even, gcd(bj + 1, bj - 1) 
gcd(b2j - 1, b” - gcd(bj + 1, b” 1) - 1) = 
gcd(bj - 1, b” - 1) 
bgcd(2j,n) _ 1 
bgcd (j, n) _ 1 
=: 
1, if gcd(2j, n) = gcd( j, n), i.e.: 
n/gcd(j, n) is odd, 
bgcd(j,“) + 1, otherwise. 0 
For completeness we note that if b is odd then the same result holds with 2 replacing 
1 as the value of the gcd when n/d is odd. 
We will need to be able to determine when quadratic polynomials have roots. In 
odd or zero characteristic this is straightforward-a quadratic polynomial has roots if 
and only if its discriminant is a square, and the roots are given by the quadratic 
formula. In characteristic two, however, this fails-the discriminant is always a square 
(since every element in the field is a square) and the quadratic formula is undefined 
(it involves division by two). Instead we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5.3. Let c,d,e E GF(q), with q even. Then the quadratic equation 
cx2 + dx + e = 0 has a nontrioial solution x E GF(q) ifSd = 0 or Tr4,(ec/d2) = 0. 
Proof. The case c = 0 or e = 0 is easily handled, so we assume c # 0 and e # 0. If d = 0 
then x2 = e/c which has a unique solution in GF(q), so we may also assume that d # 0. 
The substitution x’ = cxld may be used to convert the quadratic equation to the form 
x2 + x +f = 0 wheref = ec/d2. Since x2 + x +fis irreducible in GF(q) if and only if 
Tr:(f) # 0 [lo, Corollary 3.793, the result follows. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.3 we can reduce quadratic forms in two variables as 
follows: 
Lemma 5.4. Given c,d,e E GF(q) (Mtith q even), define the quadratic form 
g(x, y) = cx2 + dxy + ey2. Then g(x, y) is nonsingular iff d # 0. In this case, g is 
equivalent under a linear change of variables to the quadratic form 
xy, if Trz(ec/d2) = 0, 
x2+xy+ay2, Tr:(ec/d2) # 0. 
Proof. If d = 0 the substitution x~(l/&)x + (e/J)y converts the quadratic form 
g(x, y) into the singular form x 2. Now suppose d # 0. If Tr4,(ec/d2) = 0 then by 
Lemma 5.3 there is a nonzero solution i. to the quadratic equation cje2 + d2 + e = 0. 
The change of coordinates XH( 1 + i.c/d)x + (j./d)y and yH(c/d)x + (l/d)y converts 
the form g into the quadratic form xy. Finally, if Tr;(ec/d2) = a # 0, then 
Tr%(a + ec/d2) = 0 and x2 + x + ec/d2 = a has a solution 3. E GF(q). Consider the 
change of variables: 
(1) x + (l/$)x + V/J)Y. 
(2) Y ---f &“&)Y. 
Then g(x, y) becomes x2 + xy + ay2. 0 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we fix q a power of 2, and we fix a nonzero 
element a E GF(q) such that Tr:(a) # 0. 
6. Quadratic forms in characteristic 2 
In this section we count the number of solutions to homogeneous quadratic 
equations. This can be thought of as counting the number of points on a quadric 
hypersurface. We first must show that under a change of basis every quadratic form in 
n variables is equivalent to one of several standard forms. We then compute the 
number of roots of each type of quadratic form. Finally, if S # 0 is a linear function 
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from GF(q”) to GF(q), and k is an integer with q-adic weight two which is prime to 
q” - 1 (so S(xk) gives rise to an m-sequence), we identify precisely which standard 
form S(xk) is equivalent to. 
In general we let X denote (xi, , x,) and B,(x) = xi x2 + x3x4 + ... + x,-i x,. 
A quadratic form in y1 variables, Q(x) = cicj aijxixj, represents zero if it has a 
nonzero root. The quadratic form Q has rank m if there is a linear change of variables 
so that Q may be expressed as a function of m variables (and no fewer). The quadratic 
form Q is nonsinyular if rank(Q) = n. 
Quadratic forms Q(x) in n variables over GF(q) (with q even) have been classified 
[ 10, Theorem 6.301 and are given as follows: 
type I: &,(4, 
type II: &n(X) +x:+1, 
type III: B,(x) + xi+i + x,+~x,+~ + a~:+~, 
where m = rank(Q). 
Proposition 6.1. For any quadratic form Q in n variables, the number of solutions to the 
equation Q(2) = v is: 
type I:
i 
n-1 + qn-m!2 _ qn-m/2-1, 
q,l- 1 
g u = 0, 
4 -4 n~m/2-1 7 if v # 0, 
type II: q”- ‘, 
i 
n-1 
type III: 
n-m/2-1 + qn-m/2~2, 
qn-1 - qn_m,2_2 
if v = 0, 
4 +4 3 if v # 0. 
Proof. Any solution (xl, x2, . . . , x,) to the equation 
Q(x~,x~,...,x,)=u (2) 
gives rise to q”-” solutions X = (x1, x2, . . , x,) of the equation Q(Z) = v by allowing 
the last n - m coordinates to have arbritrary values. This reduces the problem to the 
case where Q is nonsingular. The number of solutions to Q(Z) = v for nonsingular 
quadratic forms have been calculated [ 10, Theorem 6.321 and our results follow. 0 
Any choice of basis e, , e2, , e, for GF(q”) as a vector space over GF(q) determines 
an identification GF(q)” + GF(q”) by X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)+-+xi xiei = x. When such 
a basis has been chosen, we shall write X if the element x is to be thought of as a vector 
in GF(q)“, and we shall write x when the same vector is to be thought of as an element 
of the field GF(q”). Fix c E GF(q”), c # 0 and define the function T: GF(q)” + GF(q) by 
T(2) = Trq4”(cxk). 
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose k = qi + q’ (so k has q-adic weight 2). Then T(Z) is a quadratic 
form. Moreover, if n/gcd(n, j - i) is odd, then it is a type II quadratic form, with 
n - gcd(n, j - i), if i # j, m = 
0, $f=j, 
and m is even. 
Proof. Let ei, e2, . . . , e, denote the chosen basis, then 
T(X) = Trz” 
where ahl = Tr,4”(cez’ eQ’), and T(X) is a quadratic form. 
If n/gcd(n, j - i) is odd, then by Lemma 5.2, k is relatively prime to q” - 1 and the 
function xbxk is invertible. It follows that Tr$‘(cxk) takes on every value in GF(q) the 
same number of times. This rules out types I and III quadratic forms. Thus T is a type 
II quadratic form. 
It only remains to determine m, which in this case is equal to rank(T) - 1, In the 
determination of the rank of T, we may assume that i = 0 because xk = (x~‘)(~+~‘-” 
and the map XHX@ is invertible. 
Suppose first that j = 0 and let c = d2. Then T(Z) = Tr;“(cx’) = (Tr;“(dx))’ = xf, 
where x, = Tr;“(dx). This is the desired form. 
Now suppose j > 0. The type II quadratic form B,(x) + xi+ 1 has rank m + 1. 
Consider the set 
W = (w E GF(q”) 1 T(w) = 0 and Vy E GF(q”), T(w + y) = T(y)). 
W is a GF(q)-vector subspace in GF(q”), and the dimension of W is the co-rank of T. 
We must show that W has dimension gcd(n, j) - 1. 
Let w E GF(q”). Expanding out the expression (w + y)’ +@, we see that w E W if and 
only if Tr$‘(cwk) = 0 and for every y E GF(q”), Trz”(cwyq’) = Tr~“(cw4’ y). Since 
Tr$‘(x) = Tr,4”(xq), the right-hand side of this equation is unchanged if we raise its 
argument to the power qj, which gives 
or 
Tri”(cwy@) = Tr$‘(c4’ w4*jyq’) 
Tr$‘((cw + cq’ w’J2’)yq’) = 0 
for ail y E GF(q”). This implies that cw = cq’ w4’“, or, if w # 0, that (dw)q”- ’ = 1, 
where c = dq’+l. Such a d exists, by Lemma 5.2. Thus dw E GF(q’j) and since 
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dw E GF(q”), we conclude that dw E GF(qgcd(n,2j)) = GF(qgcd’“.j)) by our assumption 
that n/gcd(n,j) is odd. In summary, 
d W = {w’ E GF(qgcd’“sj’) ) Tr4q” (cw’/d) = 01. 
This is a vectorspace over GF(q) of dimension gcd(n, j) - 1. 0 
7. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
We return to the situation of Theorem 2.2: q is a power of 2, CI and fi are primitive 
elements of GF(q), p = ak where k = qi + qj is relatively prime to q” - 1, f and g 
are nonlinear feedforward functions from GF(q) to GF(2). Let S(x) = Tri”(x), 
and T(x) = T$(xk). Then the geometric sequences S and T are given by S = 
f(S(l))9.0S(Co), f(S(a2)), . . . and T= #(l)),g(S(P)),g(S(82)), = s(~(l)hsU@)), 
g(r(a*)), . . . . We will write F(x) = ( - l)f’“) and G(x) = ( - l)g(X), where we consider 
GF(2) to be (0, l} as a subset of the integers. The cross-correlation function of S and 
T is the function whose value at T is the periodic correlation of the r-shift of S with T, 
8, T(7) = 1 F(Tr~“(cc”r))G(Tr$‘(/?“)) 
r=1 
q”-1 
= ,;l F(W+‘))W(a’)) 
= xt;cqn) f’(S(a’x))G(T(x)) - F(O)W). 
Now let H, = {x 1 S(a’x) = u}, and QI, = (x / T(x) = TV}. By Theorem 6.2, T is a quad- 
ratic form of type II with m = n - gcd(n, j - i) so QU is a quadric hypersurface and H, 
is a hyperplane in GF(q”). We have 
&,r(d = 1 IHu n QAWW) - F(O)G(O). 
u, veGF(q) 
Thus in order to compute the cross-correlation of S and T, we must compute the 
cardinalities of the intersections of various hyperplanes and quadric hypersurfaces in 
affine n-space over GF(q). 
By Proposition 6.1, the quadratic form T(x) can be represented in some basis as 
B,(x) + xi+ 1, where m = n - gcd(n, j - i). We fix such a basis from here on and write 
S(cc’ x) = C:= 1 c,x, for some {c~} s GF(q). There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the shift r and the coefficients {c~}. This correspondence can only be 
computed by determining the basis that puts T(x) in standard form. We will express 
the cross-correlation values Bs,r(7) as a function of {c~}, rather than as a function of 
T and will count the number of occurrences of each value. 
We now proceed with a case by case analysis, depending upon the {c~}. 
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Proposition 7.1. Suppose that c, # 0 for some r 2 m + 2. Then 
&.,(d = q”-2r(f)r(g) - F(O)G(O) 
which contributes to case (1) of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. If we fix a solution (x1, x2, . , x,+ 1) to the equation Q(2) = v, then we can 
always find exactly q”-“- 2 values of x, + 2, . . . , x, that makes S(X) = u. By Proposition 
6.1 there are qm solutions to Q(x) = v. Thus, 
1 I& n QvlF(4W = qn-m-2qm 1 F(u) 1 G(v) 
u,vsGF(q) UEGFW v~GF(ql 
= 4n-2wMd. 0 
From now on we assume c,,,+~ = ... = c, = 0. The number of simultaneous solu- 
tions (x1, . . . , x,) to the equations S(X) = u and Q(Z) = u is thus qnPm-’ times the 
number of simultaneous solutions (x 1 ,..., x,+,)totheequationsS(x, ,..., x,+~)=u 
and Q(xI, . . , x,+ 1) = v, since x,+~, . , x, may be chosen arbitrarily. 
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that cl = ... = c, = c,,,+~ = ... = c, = 0, c,,,+~ # 0. Then 
O,,(T) = (q”-2 - q”-m’2-2)I(f)Z(g) + qn-m’2-1 &,,+,(J;g) - F(O)G(O) 
which contributes to case (2) of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. In this case the equation S(X) = u uniquely determines x,+ 1 = u/c,+ 1. Thus 
the second equation becomes 
B,(2) = u + 2/c;+ 1. 
By Proposition 6.1, this equation has q”-l + qm’2 - qmj2- 1 solutions if 
v + u’/ci+ , = 0, and has qm-’ - qm’2-1 solutions otherwise. Thus 
n-2 
I& n QJ = 
n-W-2 + qn-m/2-l, 
in_2 1 in-m,2_2 
if u + u2/ci+1 = 0, 
otherwise 
and 
u~GCf,q)rt~,q~ IK n QvlWW = W2 - qn-m’2-2) c 1 FOW(v) 
ueCF(q) ueGF(q) 
The proposition follows. 0 
- 4-m’2-1 & WW(u2/ck+ I), 
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Proposition 7.3. Suppose c,+ 2 = ... = c, = 0 and ci # 0 for some i 5 m. 
(1) 1. cnl+1 # 0 and Tr; (B,(C))lci + 1 ) # 0, then 
Q,,(r) = (q”-’ + q”-““2-2)l(f)Z(g) - qn-m’2-1 d,‘_+,(,f;g) - F(O)G(O) 
which contributes to case (3) of Theorem 2.2. 
(2) If cnl+1 # 0 and Tr~(B,(F))lc~+ 1 ) = 0, then 
B,,(t) = (qn-2 - q”- “!2-2)I(f)1(g) + q”-“,‘2-1d:,,+I(f,g) - F(O)G(O) 
which contributes to case (2) of Theorem 2.2. 
(3) If c,+ 1 = 0, then 
@x,(4 = q”-2~Cf)~M - F(O)G@) 
which contributes to case (1) of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume that c, # 0. We count the number of simultan- 
eous solutions (x1, . . , x,+ 1) to the equations S(r’x) = u and T(x) = u. The equation 
S(a’x) = u implies that 
Substituting for x, in T(x), it remains to count the number of solutions to 
L-2(@ + X,X,-l + Lmel + 
cnl+1 
~X,-~X,+~ + x:+1 = u (3) 
G?l Cl?I 
among the variables x,, . . . , x,,- 1,.G?I+1. We can nearly put this in standard form by 
the change of basis that replaces x, by x, + (c~(,)/c,)x,_ 1 for Y = 1, . . . , m - 2, where 
c$(Y) = r - 1 if r is even, and 4(r) = r + 1 if r is odd (i.e., 4 interchanges the indices 
1 with 2, 3 with 4, etc.). Equation (3) becomes 
B,_,(X) + y 
cm+1 
xi-1 + Ex,+ + __ x,-1x,+1 +x:+1 = 0. (4) 
c, c, cl?l 
Unfortunately this is an inhomogeneous quadratic equation and it is necessary to 
eliminate the linear term before we can count the number of solutions. 
Case 1: Suppose c,+ 1 # 0. Then, without changing the count on the number of 
solutions, we can perform an affine change of coordinates by replacing x,+ 1 by 
X m+1 + u/c,+ 1. Equation (4) becomes 
Bm_2(X) + yL_, + c”+lx,_lx,+l  x:+1 = u +$. 
CWI CITl cm+1 
(5) 
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Suppose further that Tr4, (B,(c)/& + 1 ) # 0. Then the part of equation (5) involving 
the variables x, _ 1 and x, + 1 is a quadratic form that does not represent zero, and by 
Lemma 5.4 there is a change of basis which puts the equation in the standard form 
Bm_2(X) + xi-1 + x,-1x,+1 B,(c) 2 
Ll2 
+2x 
cm+1 
*+I =v+,. 
cm+1 
This is a type III homogeneous equation so it has qm- ’ - qm12 + qmi2 ’ solutions if 
v = u/ci+i, and it has q*-l + qm’2-1 solutions otherwise. The asserted value for the 
cross-correlation follows. 
Case 2: Suppose that c,+ 1 # 0 and Tr4,(B,(?)/ci+ I ) = 0. Then the part of equation 
(5) involving x,_ 1 and x,+ 1 represents zero and is not a square. By Lemma 5.4 there 
is a change of basis which puts the equation in the form 
B*_2(X) + xm_lxm+l = v + $. 
cm+1 
This is a type I homogeneous equation so it has qm-’ + qm12 - qmi2-’ solutions if 
t; = u/c~+~, and qmP’ - qm”-’ solutions otherwise. The asserted value for the cross- 
correlation follows. 
Case 3: Suppose c,+ 1 = 0 and let d2 = B,(?)/ci. Then the change of basis that 
replaces x,+ 1 by x,+ 1 + dx,_ 1 puts equation (4) in the form 
B*_2(X) + ux,-1 +x:+1 = v. 
If we choose values for xi, , x, _ 1 then we can always find a unique x,, 1 that gives 
a solution to the equation, so this equation always has q”-’ solutions. The asserted 
value for the cross-correlation follows. 0 
It is straightforward to count the number of occurrences of each of the values 
(letting the coefficients c, vary). We summarize these preceding cases and their 
appearance in Theorem 7.4: 
Theorem 1.4. The cross-correlation with shifr T of the geometric sequences S and T ef 
equation (1) is: 
(1) Os,T(r) = qflm21(f)I(g) - F(O)G(O) {f c, # 0 for some r > m + 2, or 
C m+1 = '.. = c, = 0. This occurs for q” - q”+ ’ + q” - 1 values of z. 
(2) &T(T) = (q”-2 - q”-m’2-2)I(f)I(g) + qn-m’2-1 d:(f;g) - F(O)G(O) if c,+~ = 
. . . = c, = 0, c,+1 # 0, and Tr4,(B,(c)/c~+ i) = 0. This occurs for (qm + qm12)/2 values 
of T for each nonzero a E GF(q). 
(3) o.y,r(z) = (q”-2 + q”-m’2-2)I(f)I(g) - qn-m’2-1 d:(.f;g) - F(O)G(O) if c,,,+~ = 
. . . =c,=o,c,+l # 0, and Tr42(B,(c)/ci+ i) # 0. This occurs for (qm - qmj2)/2 values 
of z for each nonzero a s GF(q). 
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8. Application: GMW sequences 
In this section we apply the previous results to the calculation of the cross- 
correlation functions of GMW sequences [7, 151. They exhibit the same autocorrela- 
tion statistics as m-sequences, but have greater linear complexity. 
Definition 8.1. Let q be a power of 2, I and n be positive integers with gcd(1, q - 1) = 1. 
Let p be a primitive element of GF(q”). The sequence T whose ith element is 
Tr;( [Tr;“(fl)]‘) is called a GM W sequence. 
Recently Games [4] calculated the cross-correlation function of the GMW se- 
quence T and an m-sequence Si = T$(&) based on the same primitive element r = p. 
We will find the cross-correlation function in the case that the primitive elements 
c( and p are linearly or quadratically related, /3 = ak (where k has q-adic weight 1 or 2). 
Note that the GMW sequence T is a special case of a geometric sequence, with 
feedforward function g(x) = Tr:(x’), and the m-sequence S is a geometric sequence 
with feedforward function f(x) = Tr:(x). In order to apply Theorem 2.2 we will 
consider the case in which 1 has dyadic weight 1 or 2. This gives rise to four 
possibilities: 
(1) (quadratic-quadratic) k = qi + qj and 1 = 2” + 2’, 
(2) (linear-quadratic) k = 2’ and 1 = 2” + 2’, 
(3) (quadratic-linear) k = qi + qj and 1 = 2”, 
(4) (linear-linear) k = 2’ and 1 = 2”. 
Of these possibilities, cases (2), (3) and (4) have already been covered previously: by 
observing Tr$‘(x*) = (Tri”(x))* and Tr;(x’) = T$(x), we see that the GMW sequence 
T in case (4) is precisely the m-sequence S, the GMW sequence T in case (3) is 
a quadratic decimation of S, and the GMW sequence Tin case (2) is based on the same 
primitive element as the m-sequence S. For completeness, we will again summarize the 
results at the end of this section. 
We now concentrate on case (1). The imbalances of f and g are 0 since 
gcd(k,q” - 1) = 1 and gcd(1, q - 1) = 1. To simplify the answer, let us assume that 
gcd(n, j - i) = 1 and gcd(nl, r - s) = 1 where q = 2”‘. 
The short correlation Ai(f, g) may be calculated by applying Theorem 2.2 to the 
short sequences Si = Tr: (ii) and Tj = Tr4, (ii’), where 7 is a primitive element of GF(q). 
We find that 
I 
0 occurring q/2 - 1 times, 
A,‘(s,g) = fi occurring q/4 + J$i times, 
- J& occurring q/4 - J4/8 times. 
Applying Theorem 2.2 to S and T we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 8.2 (Part I). The cross-correlation jk~tion of the m-sequence Si = TrT@) 
with the GM Wsequence T, = Tr4,( [Tr~“(j?‘)]‘) m cuse (1) above is three valued, given by 
~s.A7) = Y/P - 1 
I 
-1 occurring q”/2 - 1 times, 
occurring q”/4 -?- m times, 
- J2q” - 1 occurring q”/4 - m times. 
For case (2) we apply Theorem 2.2 under the simplifying assumption that 
gcd(n,, t - s) = 1 and obtain dz(S, g) = di (J g) which was tabulated above. Applying 
Theorem 2.1 to S and T we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 8.2 (Part 2). The cross-correlation in case (2) is three valued, 
1 
-1 occurring q” - q/2 - 1 rimes, 
O,,(T) = q,-lJ& - 1 occurring q/4 + Jq/8 times, 
- q”- ‘J2q - 1 occurring q /4 - J4is times. 
For cases (3) and (4) we find that 
4 (f; 8) = &(f: 9) = 
0, for q - 2 nonzero values of a E GF(q), 
q> when a = 1. 
Applying Theorems 2.2 and 2.1, and assuming that gcd(n,j - i) = 1 we obtain 
Theorem 8.2 (Parts 3 and 4). The cross-correlation in case (3) is three valued, 
I 
-1 occurring q” - q"- ’ - 1 times, 
Q&T) = p - 1 occurring f(q”-’ $ pf times, 
- fl - 1 occurring $(q”-l - p) times, 
while in case (4) the GM W sequence T is a decimation of tke m-sequence S and the 
cross-correlation is 
br(4 = - l i 
occurring q” - 1 times, 
q” - 1 occurring 1 time. 
Remarks. For any (4 - I)-periodic pseudorandom sequence T we may write 
Ti = F(cr’) for some (nonlinear) function F : GF(q) + GF(2), where CI denotes a primi- 
tive element of GF(q). Since the cross-correlation function fJs,~(t) with an m-sequence 
Si = Trj(cr’) is simply the discrete Fourier transform of ( - l)“, Parseval’s equality 
gives the usual lower bounds on the possible values of the cross-correlation [ 161: 
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Proposition 8.3. For any (q - I)-periodic pseudorandom sequence of bits T, and for any 
m-sequence S, we have 
q-2 
T;. I 0s. T(T) + 1 I2 = q2 - I2 
where I denotes the imbalunce of the sequence T’, obtained from T by adding a 0. 
We conclude that for balanced sequences, the smallest uniform bound on the 
cross-correlations occurs when they are all equal, in which case 19&z) = & - 1 (and 
F is a bent function [12]). 
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